Giving Ix the topology of uniform convergence, we have that the closure of a set with property V has property V, as does the intersection of such sets. Thus every subset of Ix is contained in a smallest set with property V, and in a smallest closed set with property V. If A is a topological space then the set D(X) of all continuous functions from X into J is closed and has property V. The idea of considering such collections of functions comes from a statement of von Neumann in [l] . Essentially, he claims without proof what we give here as a corollary to Theorem 2. I am indebted to Dr. R. S. Pierce for bringing the problem to my attention.
Definition. If w is a positive integer, let Pn be the smallest subset of D(In) that has property V and contains the « projections. Lemma 1. Let F have property V, pEPn, and fkEF for k=l, 2,
Then the function f defined by
Proof. Let Q be the set of all qEDil") for which qifiix), fiix), 1 -x*(l -x)*> 1 -€ for all x in 7, we can assume that O^a and b^ 1. Also, since there exist a', V such that a<a'<b' <b, we can assume that 0 <a <b < 1. Now our solution will be of the form p(x) = (1 -xm)\ Pick r such that (f)r<e. Pick m, s such that
Let n = rs and note that nam<e, f <söm<l. So
One can prove by induction that if 0<x<l then (1-x)B<l-»x +h(nx)2. Also, we have g I è I P" -pk+l I + I ¿*+1 -g I < e + a+i n?y = « + Z I/--<?,! + I#-í*+i| +Ê|i 1 A+2
n n Thus in C, |g-xAy| <4e. Now by Lemma 5, there exists g'GPs such that q'^q in IXI, q'>l-e if xAyàl -e, and q'<q + e if xAy^l-2e. Clearly \q'-xAy| <6e if xAyè«. Similarly, there exists q"EP2 such that q" g g' in IXI, q" <e if x Ay è e, and q" >q'-e if xAy^2e. So |?"-xAy| <8ein all of/XP Theorem 2. Let X be a compact space and F a closed, point-separating subset of DiX) that has property V. If S is the set of points of X taken into the doubleton {0, 1} by every member of F, then F consists of all functions fEDiX) for which f(S) C {0, 1}.
Proof. It is well known [2] that for a compact space Y, a closed sublattice of C(Y) contains any continuous function which it approximates at each pair of points. So, let fED(X) be such that f(S) C {0, 1}, and let u, v be distinct elements of X. The case when X has only one element is straightforward.
Suppose u, vES. Then there exists gEF such that giu) ^g(v), and then one of g, l-g, g(l-g), 1-gil-g) duplicates/on u and v. If uES, v(£S, then there exists gEF such that giu) =f(u) and g(s)£(0, 1). As can be seen from Lemmas 1 and 2, something of the form 1 -(1 -gm)n will do.
If u, v(£S, then there exist gi, g2, gzEF such that gi(z>)=gi(«) £(0, 1), g2iu) eg2Ív)EiO, 1), and gziv) <gziu). If we let hx = gxgz and h2 = g2il-gz), we have hxiv) <hxiu) <1 and h2iu) <h2iv) <1. Something of the form /2= (1 -h'2)' approximates 1 at u and / at v. Something of the form /i=(l-h\)m approximates f at u and 1 at v. So /1/2 approximates f at u and v.
Corollary.
The smallest closed subset of D(In) having property V and containing the projections and at least one constant cG(0, 1) is D(In) itself.
